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Depending upon the scanner model, various options and accessories may be available, such as rollers, carrying 
cases, AC adapters and more. The information below highlights additional options and accessories that help to 
maximize Canon scanner performance and ensure confidence in your investment for years to come.   
  
1. AC Adapter:  AC Adapter provides Canon scanning hardware with a link to a primary source of wall power 
often times increasing the supply to the machine.     
  
2. Barcode Module:  Some DR series models offer an optional software module to read barcode data that the 
scanners can then use when processing documents.    
   
3. Cleaning Card:  Waffle Technology check transport cleaning cards were developed to remove debris left 
behind during normal operation such as endorsement ink residue and paper flash in an effort to maintain the full 
functionality of the unit.   
   
4. Cleaning Sheet:  Document scanner soft cleaning sheets are gentle enough to use on the scanning glass to 
maintain transparency and ensure a high image quality of scanned images.   
   
5. DR-2580C Flatbed Units:  Full and half flatbed options specific to the DR-2580C provide the flexibility to scan a 
variety of document types and sizes from bound books to delicate and irreplaceable documents.     
   
6. eCarePAK:  eCarePAK plans are optional direct-from-Canon plans that extend service beyond the initial 
warranty period.  These plans save on costs associated with post-purchase maintenance, maximize uptime 
throughout the product life, and instill confidence in the Canon investment for years to come.   Exchange Service 
and On-Site Service plans are available depending on the scanner model.     
  
7. Exchange Roller Kit:  Easy-to-replace kit typically consists of pickup, separation, and feed rollers that help 
ensure reliable document feeding and promote easy maintenance and upkeep of the scanning device.     
  
8. Feed Roller:  For efficient and maximum throughput of hardcopy documents passing through the document 
scanner.    
  
9. Flatbed Scanner Unit 101:  The Flatbed Scanner Unit 101 is a device designed to complement Canon’s high 
speed document scanners and widen the variety and types of documents that can be scanned to include items 
such as bound, thick, and fragile documents.    
  
10. Ink Cartridge:  A cartridge that contains ink for endorsement printing that can be replaced.    
  
11. Ink Disposal Tank:  Canon’s Ink Disposal Tanks are consumable receptacles that collect and contain residual 
ink sprayed from ink cartridge.  It is recommended that the Ink Disposal Tank is replaced when the ink cartridge 
is replaced.   
  
12. Kofax CGA Board:  The Kofax CGA board is an option that enables the Canon imageFORMULA DR-X10C 
scanner to scan at the highest possible speed for Kofax VRS, performing the image processing at the  



hardware level rather than at the software level.  Kofax VRS provides the ability to analyze documents 
automatically to determine the best method for image processing.  Features include the VRS Interactive Viewer, 
Advanced Clarity, and Background Color Smoothing.    
  
13. Patchcode Decoder:  The patchcode decoder allows document scanners to detect the patterns printed on 
the patchcode sheets (PDF documents that indicate the start of a new file).   
 
14. Post- Imprinter:  Prints after scanning so printed text DOES NOT appear in the scanned image   
 
15. Pre -Imprinter:  Prints before scanning so printed text appears in the scanned image.    
 
16. Separation Pad:  The separation pad helps to properly feed different document types and eliminates the 
potential for document handling errors such as misfeeds and doublefeeds.     
  
17. Soft Carrying Case:  Canon’s scanner carrying cases enhance the portability of devices and provide an added 
safeguard to help ensure that certain scanners are protected while in transit.   
 
18.  USB Cable:  Can provide data, power, or both depending upon the specific USB cable and scanner model. 
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